MCW WHITE PAPER
Meta Cash’s user-friendly
Smart Wallet

https://www.metacashwallet.io/

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
MISSION & VISION

Mission
Potent,the more strength towards economy and live a standard life.
Crypto and Physical World run hand in hand make Earth a better

VISION

place.

For the financial freedom everyone should grow simultaneously and
live a beerlife secureyour future‑secure tomorrow‑invest today.

Summary
Everything we do has one goal in mind: to make
popular cryptocurrencies easier to use so that both
people and businesses will adopt them in mass.
Cryptos have the power to revolutionize the way we
use money, and within several years will be part of
the daily life of billions of ordinary people for dayto-day transactions.
This can’t happen the way they are now: slow,
expensive fees, impossible to understand, and easy to
make a mistake and lose money. Meta Cash’s userfriendly Smart Wallet™ and blockchain make
transactions faster, less expensive, easier, safe to use,
and with a special focus on eliminating user error.

Introduction
Today's cryptocurrency and digital asset activities are already a
growing reality and will increasingly become an integral part of our daily
lives. The world as we know it is in a state of constant and accelerated
change. The ability to have borderless commerce and communication
through the internet has already caused an immeasurable change in the
way individuals handle their lives, finance and security. As this digital
trend deepens, everyone independent of origin or social status will be
given the empowering opportunity to participate in decentralized digital
economies powered by blockchain technology and cryptocurrencies.
Decentralized economies powered by cryptocurrencies enable people and
businesses to conduct trustless, anonymous and secure transactions across
national borders.
New opportunities for retail, entertainment, finance and essentially
anything else that a person might want to spend fiat currency on, are
already available in this digital economy today.
Today we would like to introduce you to Meta Cash Wallet. Meta Cash
Wallet is that trusted gateway for blockchain and the emerging
decentralized economy, by providing a safer, faster and smarter
cryptocurrency experience for all users to enter and thrive in this new
decentralized economy. Guided by an integrated and dynamic thinking,
our blockchain platform allows users to have access to countless products
and services that are indispensable on a daily basis, including crypto
wallet, currency swap, web browser, exchange, staking, and payment
channels and more.

Disclaimer
This Meta Cash Wallet Whitepaper is for information purposes only.
Meta Cash Wallet Team does not guarantee the accuracy or the conclusions
reached in this whitepaper, and this whitepaper is provided “as is”. Meta Cash
Wallet Team does not make and expressly disclaims all representations and
warranties, express, whether explicit, implied, statutory or otherwise, whatsoever,
including, but not limited to:
1. That the contents of this whitepaper are free from error.
2. That such contents will not infringe third-party rights.
3. Warranties of fitness for a particular purpose, suitability or function.
META CASH WALLET Team and its affiliates shall have no liability for damages of
any kind arising out of the use, reference to, or reliance on this whitepaper or any
of the content contained herein, even if advised of the possibility of such damages.
In no event will Meta Cash Wallet Team or its affiliates be liable to any person or
entity for any damages, losses, liabilities, costs or expenses of any kind, whether
direct or indirect, consequential, compensatory, incidental, actual, exemplary,
punitive or special for the use of, reference to, or reliance on this whitepaper or
any of the content contained herein, including, without limitation, any loss of
business, revenues, profits, data, use, good will or other intangible losses.
Prospective purchasers of META CASH WALLET accepts all the risks involved and
are responsible for ensuring they maintain the compliance with all relevant
Legislation in their own Jurisdictions. The distribution of this document and
purchase of META CASH WALLET Token maybe restricted by Law in certain
Jurisdictions.
Readers of this documents and purchasers of META CASH WALLET Token should
ensure they are informed of any relevant Legislation and should comply with it. It
is Sole responsibility of the Reader/Buyer to ensure that participant in the Token
sale is permitted Under Applicable Law in their Country of Residence or Domicile.

What Is The Problem We’re Solving?
In 2009 Satoshi Nakamoto invented Bitcoin when he released his
first whitepaper titled "Bitcoin: A Peer-to-Peer Electronic Cash System.”
He imagining a digital currency that would be used by millions of
people around the world for everyday transactions, taking the power
away from centralized banks who don’t have the best interests of their
clients in mind. While Bitcoin is successful in its own way, it has strayed
from its intended purpose and has become a “store of value” rather than
a currency. It’s painfully difficult to use and understand, it’s too slow,
and transactions are expensive. The Meta Cash Wallet Project was
created to solve all these problems and realize Satoshi’s dream of a fast,
safe, and cheap digital money that can be used by ordinary people
around the world without banks or governments as an intermediary.

Why to Choose Meta Cash?
Simple and Fast
Store, swap, buy, sell or stake cryptos in a snap! Meta
Cash Wallet is a super easy & fast wallet and you can
connect to OpenSea, Uniswap & all of DeFi with
WalletConnect.

Multiple digital assets infinite flexibility
Manage your cryptocurrency portfolio and future the way
you want it. Track your combined historical portfolio or
each individual asset, all within a secure and rich userfriendly interface. With support for multiple coins, wallets
and users, on one device or across many.

Get notified.
Receive smart market alerts or set custom ones. Add
widgets to track cryptos prices, NFT floor prices and
market news.

Send & receive your cryptos anytime, anywhere.
You can send & receive cryptos and NFTs freely, anytime,
anywhere in the world. Very much unstoppable yes!

Secure your wealth with Meta Cash Wallet
Top-tier encryption and a custody-free solution for maximum security.
Enjoy complete control over your funds, with a suite of security options to keep your
private keys strongly encrypted within your device. All users data are anonymous, with
the ability to generate your wallet seed while offline.

Many Supported Assets

The Meta Cash Wallet supports a wide range of cryptocurrencies and
tokens, and we are constantly looking for new and exciting additions.

Marketing Strategies
Social Media
A social media marketing strategy can be a unique and effective way to help
us to reach a large number of users by creating informative content about
our wallet. Correctly utilized, social media will increase organic visits to our
site by providing free brand awareness.
The platforms involved will be Twitter, Reddit, Instagram, and Facebook as
the main sites. We will also establish relationships with Twitter influencers
and Telegram promoters to enhance our brand awareness after our wallet
launch.

Paid Promotions
The creation of paid advertising campaigns on platforms such as Twitter, Instagram,
and Facebook will allow us to precisely target users who are most engaged in our
content and most likely to benefit from access to our DeFi ecosystem.

Email Marketing
Direct emails will help us create a good dialogue with users directly interested in
Meta Cash Wallet. The email marketing process involves targeting our potential
audience and those who interacted with the pre-sale and other marketing materials,
then sending them emails about our wallet product plans.

Website SEO & SEM
Our main page will include descriptions of our services and progress towards
roadmap goals. We will optimize the site according to the latest SEO and SEM
procedures to increase our organic and paid visibility. The site will be clear,
functional and attractive, drawing in users from the first visit. We will also include a
blog where users can express their opinions, feedback and interact with our
community.

Community
Without realizing it, we become part of a community from the day we are born. We as
humans are born to live in communities. We have seen numerous examples of the
power of community in the crypto world and how users can drive the production of a
new generation of products. We firmly believe that a healthy community adds to the
success of projects.

Transparency
The development team will regularly share information on project development. In
addition, our page will present easy access to liquidity pool lock period information
and token burning schedules.

Encourage Participation by offering rewards
Usually, regular community participation takes some time. But if there is some reward
for participation, we believe this will encourage members to be more involved. The
Meta Cash Wallet ecosystem will reward its members for community contribution,
compensating users for their valuable insights and additions to the META Cash
Wallet knowledge base.

Token
Token Name: Meta Cash Wallet
Symbol: MCW
Decimal: 9
Total Supply: 100,000,000
Contract:
0x0b6417959ed418ce3a4970855482b8fb951e4a
3d

Overview
A fully secure crypto wallet to buy, send, and swap
cryptocurrencies and manage your digital assets and coins
privately and securely. This is what this cryptocurrency
wallet app is all about. There is also the option to buy and
hold Meta Cash Wallet (MCW) as one of the most profitable
coins to invest in.
Meta Cash Wallet, the secure blockchain wallet, integrates
Uniswap and PancakeSwap trading directly in the wallet and
allows you to swap on the leading crypto exchange at a very
low fee. Using this secure crypto wallet, you can send and
receive coins and tokens from anyone, whenever you want
and wherever you are.
So, if you consider yourself a cryptocurrency trader or
holder, and look for a private crypto wallet to control your
digital wealth, and buy, send, swap and exchange
cryptocurrency, you’ve come to the right place. Download
Meta Cash Wallet for free on your Android or IOS device,
create your private wallet and send and receive all types of
crypto securely at a low fee.

Meta Cash Wallet main features at a glance:
⦁ Clean and neat design with a fresh and
intuitive interface
⦁ Secure crypto wallet to hold your tokens
and coins privately
⦁ Protect your wealth and digital assets
⦁ buy, send, swap, and exchange
cryptocurrencies
⦁ send and receive Meta Cash on popular
exchanges like Pancakeswap and Uniswap
⦁ Very low transfer fees to swap and exchange
coins and tokens
⦁ Supports Eth20 and Bep20 Coins
⦁ Free cryptocurrency wallet
So, Meta Cash Wallet delivers everything you
should expect from such crypto wallet
applications and it even sets the bar higher
by allowing you to buy and hold Meta Cash
coin.

Download Meta Cash Wallet, the secure blockchain wallet, for
free on your Android phone or tablet or your IOS device, and
let us know about any bugs, questions, feature requests, or any
other suggestions.
Our End Goal IS To Be Able To Grow As Big As The Rest Of The
Leading Coins,
With The Ability To Return Huge Profits To Our Investors.
Be Sure To Join Our Community.
For future updates and frequently asked questions email us on
info@metacashwallet.io or join our Telegram group to stay up
to date on our progress

Join us at our Telegram, Facebook &
Twitter:
https://twitter.com/wallet_meta
https://t.me/metacashwalletofficial
https://www.facebook.com/MetaCash-Wallet-108285668429623

Contract Address:
0x0b6417959ed418ce3a4970855482b8fb95
1e4a3d

